WAVES OF CHANGE
CONFERENCE
LEADERSHIP,
THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THE FUTURE
TUESDAY, 30 MAY 2017

NOR OSLO MAY 30–JUNE 2
SHIPPING 2017
WOMEN NOR@ SHIPPING

Organized by:
WISTA
Norway
13:00  MUSICAL OPENING by Angelina Jordan
13:05  WELCOME by Patrick Verhoeven
13:15  LAUNCH: POWERED BY NATURE & HANDOVER OF REPORT
       by Anita Krohn Traaseth

13:25  Hot Topic: TRANSFORMING TOMORROW
       13:25  Parag Khanna Keynote
       13:40  Hege Skryseth Keynote
       13:50  Transforming Tomorrow Panel Discussion

14:10  WISTA LEADERSHIP AWARD
14:15  LEADERSHIP AWARD WINNER LECTURE

14:25  Introduction to Responsible Ship Recycling Standards

14:35  Hot Topic: SUSTAINABILITY & THE POWER OF ROLE MODELS
       14:35  Peggy Liu Keynote
       14:50  Young Owners / The Power of Role Models Discussion
       15:10  Conference Ends

17:00  WISTA Cocktail Reception
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This conference includes the presentation of the WISTA LeaderShip award, inspirational keynote speeches, case presentations and panel discussions. To access the conference you need a Nor-Shipping Podium pass, which also covers public transportation throughout the Nor-Shipping week, exhibition entrance, Ocean Industry Podiums and access to Nor-Shipping Delegates Lounge in the Festival Street at Tjuvholmen. Participants registered with a full week pass or one of the day passes can also attend this conference.
TRANSFORMING TOMORROW!

As companies position for the digital revolution, fixing the systems are not enough. Manning and developing people is the key. New agile leadership must replace traditional management.

How do we create new leadership and company structures prepared for utilizing new tools and digital natives? How can companies avoid becoming Kodak or Nokia? Our speakers share key insights from their digital journeys, as well as perspectives on key success factors to succeed with digital transformation.
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WISTA AWARD

WISTA is an international organisation for women in management positions involved in the maritime transportation business and related trades worldwide. A major player in attracting more women to the industry and in supporting women in management positions, WISTA has over 3,000 members in 40 countries. The Waves of Change conference at Nor-Shipping is arranged by WISTA Norway, which has 150 members and organises events throughout the year on both a national and Nordic level. [www.wista.net](http://www.wista.net).

WISTA Norway’s LeaderShip Award will be presented by Dilek Ayhan, State Secretary, Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisheries and former LeaderShip Award winner Eli Vassenden, COO Ship Management, Grieg Star.
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INTRODUCTION TO RESPONSIBLE SHIP RECYCLING STANDARDS
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The maritime industry is changing, undergoing several transformative shifts. This represents a unique span of exciting career opportunities for bright minds both at sea and on shore. Ripe for disruption, undergoing digital transformation, increased sustainability-focus, international opportunities and cultural diversity – the maritime sector should be an attractive path for millennials as well as seasoned professionals from other industries.

However, shipping is losing out in the global talent battle, failing to properly communicate the industry’s role in the global economy, and still perceived from the outside as closed, conservative and dominated by middle-aged men.

We gather inspirational role models who have succeeded in creating waves within their area, and open up for a discussion between dynamic industry leaders on how shipping can learn from role models in other industries to increase the industry’s attractiveness.
WISTA COCKTAIL RECEPTION

Tuesday 30 May, 17:00 - 19:00
BAR Social Eating, Festival Street, Tjuvholmen

WISTA Norway has the pleasure of inviting all WISTA members from Norway and abroad, as well as friends of WISTA, to an informal cocktail reception on Tuesday 30 May at 17:00 - 19:00 at restaurant BAR Social Eating, Festival Street, Tjuvholmen, Oslo.

Please register by sending your name, company name, and WISTA NWA/country by email to wista@wistanorway.no

Welcome!
ACCELERATE!
NOR SHIPPING
OSLO JUNE 04-07 2019
SAVE THE DATES!
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